PRE-PAPER
Forty years later, when Hakim came to the subject, an unpublished Ph.D. thesis referring to the above titles had been written, but little else. 
PRE-PAPER JAIS INTERNET
The merit of these publications notwithstanding, none satisfactorily researches the origins and, more importantly, the extent of this legal engagement with medina architectural space. When such research is done, it becomes clear that this engagement is not restricted to the handful of well-known, discrete works, such as those by the aforementioned Ibn alImām and Ibn al-Rāmī. Rather, it becomes possible to talk of an entire corpus of Sunni Islamic law pertaining to the Arab-Muslim medina's architectural environment, composed essentially of legal opinions (aqwāl) and court records (nawāzil). This corpus dates from approximately the tenth to the nineteenth centuries and constitutes the main body of fiqh albunyān (building law), within which the special importance of (primarily domestic) "walls" is reflected in two of the titles it comprises: al-Marjī al-Thaqafī's (d. c. 1200) Kitāb al-ḥīṭān (The book of walls) and ʿĪsā b. Dīnār's (d. 827) Kitāb al-jidār (The book of the wall). 13 The purpose of the current article is to present this research and to propose considering the corpus a discourse that established a legal aesthetic of urban architectural space. 14 That a primary theme of the corpus is domestic walls will be seen below.
that refer obliquely to urban architectural matters and which are occasionally cited in the corpus in the context of rulings derived from elsewhere. For example, regarding the harm (ḍarar) caused by smoke from public ovens and baths, Ibn al-Rāmī cites the verse: 'Then watch for the day when the sky will bring forth a kind of smoke plainly visible.' 15 The actual ruling forbidding such smoke is, however, based on opinions established by the eponymous leader (imām) of the Maliki law school, Mālik b. Anas (d. 796), and his disciples. 16 If the Qurʾan occupies only an auxiliary position in fiqh al-bunyān, the corpus's substantive material from Islamic law's two primary sources comprises but ḥadīths. In the ḥadīth, the Prophet is reported engaging with the urban environment in more than an extralegal capacity. For example, 'Do you know the rights of the neighbour? . . . You must not build to exclude the breeze from him, unless you have his permission'; 17 and 'A neighbour has pre-emption rights over his neighbour's property. If they share common access and the neighbour is absent, then the other should wait for his return [before selling, etc.].'
18 Some of these ḥadīths find their way into the corpus. 21 As with the Qurʾān, however, these and other ḥadīths ultimately serve little more than a supplementary role. The width of medina thoroughfares, for example, is frequently either more or less than the seven cubits recommended by the ḥadīth. Furthermore, many are the occasions in fiqh albunyān where no ḥadīth is cited in relation to rulings. 22 The one that does get frequent mention is of general import, without specific bearing upon urban architectural matters, namely, 'In Islam there is no harm or return of harm'. 23 In the near-absence of programmatic material from the Qurʾān and ḥadīth, one must look to the eponymous leaders of the law schools, most especially the Maliki and Hanafi, to find the practical origins of the corpus. 24 In these leaders' teachings, related and compiled by disciples, lies the first properly substantive architecture-related Islamic law. Taking the Mudawwana as an example, although its engagements with the urban architectural environment are rarely architecture-specific and include additional issues such as property bequests (waṣāyā), they establish the pattern and many of the precedents for fiqh al-bunyān. For instance, in the chapter pertaining to property division and allotment (qisma), Saḥnūn asks Ibn al-Qāsim a hypothetical question about someone prevented by neighbours from building an oven, hammam or mill on his empty lot (ʿarṣa). Ibn al-Qāsim responds: 'If what is built will harm the neighbours because of smoke or other comparable nuisances, then they can prevent the project, because Mālik taught (qāla) that one is prevented from harming neighbours.'
26 Some pages earlier in the same chapter, Ibn al-Qāsim is asked about the division of streets and walls (qismat al-ṭarīq wa-l-jidār). For a wall that is to be divided between two co-proprietors, he responds: 'I did not hear anything from Mālik on this matter, but my opinion (arā) is that so long as no harm comes from it when it is divided, then it may be divided.' 27 These and similar generic teachings find their way into fiqh al-bunyān.
Roughly contemporary with Saḥnūn and Ibn al-Qāsim, other disciples and associates of Mālik were also giving opinions and judgements concerning the urban architectural environment. the learned, the ascetic, the devout, and God-fearing Abū Isḥāq b. ʿAbd alRafīʿ, 41 may God grant him success and guide him. 42 The years 950−1350 mark a particular period for fiqh al-bunyān that might with due levity be considered a golden age, for during this time at least five extant discrete texts on architecture-related law were written: the aforementioned Kitāb al-ḥīṭān and books of Ibn al-Imām and Ibn alRāmī, as well as one by Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Zubayrī (d. 989), Kitāb al-abniya (The book of buildings), 43 and another by Ibn Rushd 'alJadd' (d. 1127), Kitāb al-qaḍāʾ wa-l-araḍīn wa-l-dūr (The book of jurisdiction, terrains, and houses). 44 It is these discrete works, as well as two or three others written, or reported written outside of this period, 45 that has led at least one contemporary scholar to consider the corpus a genre of Islamic law. 46 Their importance notwithstanding, these discrete works are, however, just one part of a much larger body of legal writings on the built environment, which has no common literary basis and is not, therefore, a genre, but a looser, uncontrived, and more pervasive formation, what the social sciences refer to as a discourse. 47 For the available evidence suggests that the more regular form of fiqh al-bunyān comprises chapters (sg. kitāb or bāb), sections (sg. faṣl), or sometimes just individual cases of longer legal works. In other words, indiscrete texts Regarding the fatwa compilations, two categories exist: those limited to a single mufti, and those comprising fatwas from a number of muftis. To the first category belongs, for example, the compilation of Ibn Rushd 'al-Jadd'.
55 Scattered in it are fatwas such as 'A question concerning one who joins his wall to the wall of his neighbour'; 56 61 In these works are found numerous architecture-related fatwas, mostly in the chapters pertaining to property division and allotment, partnership (sharika), and, especially, harm. 62 
If the more usual form of the corpus is chapters or sections of longer texts, history offers some reasons for the efflorescence of discrete works between 950−1350. In the introduction to his edition of Ibn al-Imām's text, Muḥammad al-Namīnaj argues that the population increase in tenthcentury al-Andalus was the underlying cause of this work, for it resulted in a sudden, unlegislated strain being placed on the urban architectural fabric. 63 A similar argument most probably applies to the other works, too. This is an acceptable proposition when one considers the uneven urban growth experienced throughout the Arab-Muslim world during the first seven centuries of Islam. The greatest growth occurred between the tenth to fourteenth centuries, ending with the Black Death from the mid1300s; exactly the time-frame of the corpus's 'golden age'. 64 The proposition is also acceptable when one considers the extent to which solutions to new problems, arrived at in one locale, but not contained or known in the source books (ummahāt) of the law schools, might have been found helpful for solving similar problems elsewhere. There are, for example, some twenty extant manuscripts of Ibn al-Rāmī's work in the contemporary Arab-Muslim world, a clear indication of its historical utility. 65 Compiled in the form of generalized, viz., non-place specific legal cases plus their assessments (aḥkām), 66 these discrete works would have represented concise summaries of the principal teachings of a law school with regard to the architectural environment, as well as manuals of potential solutions.
the wall without the land. Then it is said to the purchaser: 'Remove your wall!';
If a man buys half a wall. On a collapsed wall: if one of two owners wants to rebuild it but the other refuses, can the latter be forced to rebuild it? 71 For comparative purposes, whilst a similar engagement with the architectural space of medieval London is found in the Assisa de Edificiis, the origins of which probably date to the late-twelfth century, what appears unique to fiqh al-bunyān is its longevity and geographical reach. 72 For the corpus is not an isolated text or two, but as proposed earlier, an institutionalized discourse. Precisely when it came to constitute such a discourse is difficult to say with certainty, but no later than the mid-tenth century, the starting point of what this article has called the discourse's 'golden age'.
Concerning the aesthetic established by this discourse, crucially it derives in part from an undatable type of architectural space that precedes the discourse, is collapsed and recorded in the discourse, and then maintained and perpetuated by it. The aesthetic cannot, therefore, be considered fully original to Islam, for there is no compelling reason to suppose that the type of space from which it first derives reflects more than a type of architecture in existence before the Prophet, his companions and successors, and inherited by them. Certainly, this space was later modified by Islam: the discourse's interventions regarding the placement of external doors and windows to ensure visual privacy are a good example, an architectural equivalent of the Qurʾānic requirement for the covering of nakedness and vulnerability (ʿawra). 73 But modification by Islam is not the same as origination by Islam, and hence the discourse cannot be used to prove the validity of the ahistorical concept PRE-PAPER JAIS INTERNET space from the investigative framework, the discourse risks, on the one hand, being content with a reduced view of the world that each society creates, inhabits, and competes to reproduce. This is problematic, because a world collapsed of its space offers to knowledge a flattened picture, revealing little of the interactions and interrelations between things, and between things and people. Rarely, for example, is it satisfying to know only the outward, formal aspects of an architectural space -the history, appearance, and intended meaning of the madrasas, mosques, and mausoleums comprising a medina, say. One would also like to know the inner workings of this space; for in this space commingle what these monuments are in historical time and selectively frame out of time 78 with the lives and beliefs of those subject to them. And from this space arise a society's representations of the world and the inhabitants' place in it, which in turn re-inform the space. 79 On the other hand, in collapsing and excluding space from the investigative framework, the academic discourse also risks rejecting space as a nonideological phenomenon, when the struggles involved in instigating, maintaining, and replicating environments and their spaces suggest a different reality, as the involvement of ʿulamāʾ in the neighbourhood disputes shows.
In the foregoing analysis of fiqh al-bunyān, I have attempted to provide a correction to these two risks. In presenting a clear statement regarding the reach and nature of the Arab-Muslim legal discourse, I hope to have contributed to the process of making historical ArabMuslim urban space increasingly accountable to academic thought. 
